CANopen

Positioning made easy
The Epos4 positioning controller with CANopen connectivity supports the
CiA 402 device profile. It is one of the latest products developed by Maxon
Motor based on the existing Epos series.

E

pos is a modular, digital positioning controller by Maxon
Motor, which has been quite successful in the marketplace. It is suitable for permanent magnet-activated motors
plus encoders with a range of 1 W to 1500 W output power.
Its range of operating modes, as well as various command
interfaces, makes it suitable for use in many different drive
systems in the fields of automation technology and mechatronics. Since its launch in 2005, more than 100 000 units
have come in use worldwide. To build upon this success,
the Swiss drive specialist has launched the Epos4 as the
next generation of positioning controllers. The first product in this line is the high-performance Epos4 module with
detachable pin headers and two different power ratings.
With a connector board, the modules can be combined
into a ready-to-install compact solution. The positioning
controllers are suitable for efficient and dynamic control
of brushed DC motors and brushless BLDC motors (EC
motors) with Hall sensors and encoders up to 750 W continuous power and 1500 W peak power. The units support
various feedback options, such as Hall sensors, incremental encoders, as well as absolute sensors in a multitude of
drive applications. The controllers are specially designed
to be commanded and controlled as an NMT slave node
in a CANopen network. In addition, the units can be operated via any USB or EIA-232 communication port of a Windows or Linux workstation. An Ethercat extension card will
follow in 2017.

Additional performance
The drive specialists at Maxon Motor have equipped the
CANopen positioning controllers with more power, better control performance, and additional functionalities. All
these features are based on the principle of the company’s
positioning system. The combination of a range of operating modes and control characteristics like field oriented
control (FOC) with multiple analog and digital I/Os along
with various command options enables applications in a
large number of fields from medical technology to robotics.
Maxon relies on integrated protective devices like the safe
torque off (STO) functionality.
The Epos4 range of functions will grow by updates.
In a next release, the positioning control units will implement cyclic-synchronous modes for velocity and position
control (as specified in IEC 61800-7-201/301:2008) as well
as interpolated position mode. They already feature cyclic
synchronous torque, profile velocity, profile position and
homing mode. The digital I/O functionality includes touch
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Figure 1: Ready solution for connection, consisting of the
Epos4 module 50/15 and the matching connector board
(Photo: Maxon Motor)
probe, reference switch, limit switch, quick stop, and drive
enable. The configurable digital outputs comprise position
compare, holding brake, and ready/fault. The CANopen
interface is capable to run up to 1 Mbit/s. In the future it
will comply with CiA 305 supporting the layer setting services (LSS). This means that the node-ID can be assigned
by the LSS master via the CAN network. The smallest
family member so far measures 59,5 mm x 46,0 mm x
14,1mm and can be operated from -30 °C to +45 °C under
full load, with derating even up to + 77° C. There will be further versions soon to form a complete EPOS4 product line
in the future.
The product comes with a Windows DLL and software
support for PC interface boards from HMS, Kvaser, National
Instruments and Vector. An IEC 61131-3 library for Beckhoff as well as support for NI's Soft Motion environment will
follow. Start-up and parameterization are performed with

Figure 2: Epos2 in the Cobot robot arm, which gives
employees in industry a hand (Photo RB3D)
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an advanced graphical user interface called Epos Studio
and menu-controlled wizards. An automatic process for
controller tuning has also been part of the package for
years. Customers are thus free to fully dedicate themselves to their real task: developing their devices. Together
with the three freely available libraries and programming
examples, this enables the integration in a variety of systems. All these characteristics are combined with an input
voltage range of up to 50 VDC, high power density, and up
to 98 % efficiency, says Maxon.
The Epos2 series is already used in a range of application areas. One example is the Cobot of the French company RB3D. It gives workers in the industry a hand, literally.
The robot arm is attached to a wall and comes with seven
axes and an operating range of more than two meters. At
the lower end of the arm, a heavy tool such as a grinding
machine can be attached. Thus, workers do not have to
hold the device themself but only lead it while Cobot does
the lifting work. The DC motors of the RE-line in combination with matching planetary gear heads, encoders, and
the Epos positioning controllers are used in the robot arm.
Another application example was already reported
in a separate article of the CAN Newsletter a while ago.
Tumor treatment with a CANopen motor: a new technology that enables the imaging of tumors in real-time during radiation therapy procedures. The soft tissue of the
body is protected from damage more than with traditional radiation therapy technologies. Viewray collaborated with Maxon for a few important components.

Figure 3: In the MRT, the soft tissue of the
body gets recorded and analyzed in real-time
during radiation therapy (Photo: Viewray)
The team chose the Epos2 module 36-2 digital positioning controller. The motors are also constructed for
operating as slave nodes in a CANopen network.
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CAN-Repeater
CRep DS 102

CAN-LWL-Router
CG FL

• Repeaters for different network topologies
• Stub line connection of networks segments
• Optical fibre connection of copper networks
• Cascadable star wiring for up to 24 CAN
channels with star repeaters
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